
From: David Vito ~
To: SALEMHCSCWE
Date: 12112103 1:33PM(Subject: Fwd: Please deliver to Mr. Hub Miller

-SENSITIVE ALLEGATION INFORMATION -
-PROTECT ACCORDINGLY -

Hub, eta!.

Please see the attached letter from r.H he just called and ýasknr that I deriver this to you promptly.
Briefly, she met yesterday wID. L0c au illie Garde, Jim Riccio nd others to discuss her situation
and interaction With the agency on the SCWE matter. While she ;ntinued to express her confidence in
our efforts, it would also appear that she does not want to wait much longer for the NRC to issue a finding
and/or Initiate some type of interaction with, or finding against, the licensee. I am surmising this by her
implied deadline in the letter, Le.e " I will be back In'touch with you a month from now. In the meantime, I
trust that Important decisions will be made and announced."

She also mentions In the letter the recent PSEG response to her state court discrimiantion complaint.
This document was received and distributed by the Allegation Office yesterday to approriate staff for
revie mw and discussion at the next periodic ARB for the allegation (scheduled formTursday 12/18/03). As
we discussed during the 01 prioritization meeting yesterday, she Is very intersted in how we take PSEG to

* task with regard to issues they deny in the response to the court co mplaint that we may identify in our
review as not being as clearly deniable or totally Incorrect

Also, for thought and future consideration, based on her contacts yesterday, and the Information we
received a few days ago about the potential 'interaction with 60 Minutes, we .may reach a point In the very

* near future where Will need to declare her as a "widely known alleger," as it would appear that it will be( come more and more difficult to protect her identity as more people are made aware, of her association
with this matter. If you would like me to start pursuing this at this time, I can inform Lisa Janriel about the
current circumstances and get her take on it.
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